Friday, March 6  OPENING NIGHT!

12:00PM - Sensory Friendly Screening: Icing on the Cake 74 min. Ages 2+  A sneak preview of our most popular animated shorts programed specifically for our friends with sensory friendly needs. The lights will be up, the sound will be down, and all folks are encouraged to move around and express themselves however they feel inspired to!

6:00 - My Neighbor Totoro 100 min. Ages 4+  Ice Cream Social after the film sponsored by Trader Joe’s
This acclaimed animated tale by director Hayao Miyazaki follows schoolgirl Satsuke and her younger sister Mei, as they settle into an old country house with their father and wait for their mother to recover from an illness in an area hospital. As the sisters explore their new home, they encounter and befriend playful spirits in their house and the nearby forest, most notably the massive cuddly creature known as Totoro.

Saturday, March 7

10:00AM - Icing on the Cake 74 min. Ages 2+  These gentle, colorful animated films — filled with curious animals and adventurous kids — are all about singing, growing up, flying high and celebrating the magic of life, in all its lovely rainbow colors.

12:00PM - Indigenous Showcase 70 min. Ages 3+  These short films by seasoned and youth Indigenous filmmakers share powerful lessons from elders and insights from young people about their boundless love for their cultures and deep reverence for the earth and its creatures.

2:00 - Earthwise 61 min. Ages 8+  This imaginative collection of international films is meant to inspire the youngest generation to protect the planet and take good care of all the fabulous creatures who call it home. You’ll also meet brave kids who learn to fight, if necessary, in order to do what’s right for the earth.

4:00 - Binti 90min. Ages 8+  Feature Film
Twelve-year-old Binti is obsessed with becoming a famous Youtube star like her idol Tatonya. But when the police try to arrest her refugee father and send him back to Africa she and her dad have to hit the streets and ride. They befriend a suburban family and, in a surprisingly light-hearted way, find the path to rescuing each other.

Sunday, March 8

10:00AM - Icing on the Cake 74 min. Ages 2+  These gentle, colorful animated films — filled with curious animals and adventurous kids — are all about singing, growing up, flying high and celebrating the magic of life, in all its lovely rainbow colors.

12:00PM - The Cat’s Meow - 67 min. Ages 6–8, and cat lovers of all ages  Sponsored by HealthyPet
This feline-focused (and allergy-free!) animation program is filled with cuddly cats and their adorable antics. Kitties truly make the world go ‘round in this celebration of glorious stop-motion, painted, hand-drawn and CGI animation from eight cat-loving countries.

2:00 - Valiente y Verdadero (Brave and True) 72 min. Ages 6+  This all-Spanish language program is filled with Latin American children who are brave and true, lighting up the lives of everyone they meet. There are also two beautiful animated films from Puerto Rico and Colombia, which remind us to fly high and free in everything we do. Este programa es en español está lleno de niños latinoamericanos que son valientes y fieles, iluminando la vida de todos con los que conocen. También hay dos hermosas películas animadas de Puerto Rico y Colombia, que nos recuerdan volar alto y liberarn en todo lo que hacemos. 72 minutos ecos de 6+.

4:00 - The Dark Crystal 90min. Ages 8+  Presented by Bellingham World Puppetry Day
Jim Henson’s classic wondrous tale is back on the big screen! On another planet in the distant past, a Gelfling embarks on a quest to find the missing shard of a magical crystal, and so restore order to his world.

ALL TICKETS ARE JUST $5!

Interactive art activities in the lobby with PLAYLAB
9:00AM – 12:00PM Sat & Sun
Stop Motion Animation Workshops with Christian Smith
1:00PM – 4:00PM Sat & Sun

Thank you to our sponsors